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ABSTRACT.   An inverse semigroup is called proper if the equations ae a
2 2

e = e    together imply a   - a.  In a previous paper, with the same title, the author

proved that every inverse semigroup is an idempotent separating homomorphic

image of a proper inverse semigroup. In this paper a structure theorem is given

for all proper inverse semigroups in terms of partially ordered sets and groups

acting on them by order automorphisms. As a consequence of these two theorems,

and Preston's construction for idempotent separating congruences on inverse

semigroups, one can give a structure theorem for all inverse semigroups in terms

of groups and partially ordered sets.

1.   P-semigroups.   If X is a partially ordered set and A, B € X then the no-

tation A A B e X means that A and B have a greatest lower bound in X; this

lower bound is denoted by A A B. If 3 Ç X and A, B € 3 then the notation

A A B e a means that A and B have a greatest lower bound in X and that this

lower bound A A B belongs to 3. A nonempty subset 3 of X is a subsemi lattice

of X if A, B e y imply A A B e 34; & is an ideal of X if A e % B 6 X with

B < A implies B e 24.

Let X be a partially ordered set and let 3 be a subsemilattice of X. Sup-

pose that G is a group which acts on X by order automorphisms, on the left.

Then it was shown in [6] that the set P(G, X, 3), of all pairs (A, g) £ 3 x G

such that A A gB and g-1(A A B) both exist and belong to 3* for all B e 3*, is

an inverse semigroup under the multiplication

(A, g)(B. h) = (A A gB. gh).

Indeed S = P(G, X, 3) is a proper inverse semigroup in the sense that the idem-

potents are a class modulo the congruence

a = {(a, b) e 5 x S: ea = eb for some e2 = e e S\;

Munn [lO] showed that a is the minimum group congruence on any inverse semi-

group S.
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The following proposition contains several characterisations of proper inverse

semigroups which we shall find useful in this paper.

Proposition 1.1. Let S be an inverse semigroup with semilattice of idempo-

tents E and maximum group homomorphic image G = S/a. Then the following are

equivalent:

(1) S is proper;

(2) a n 5\ = A where A is the diagonal of S x S;

(3) a    is one-to-one on each %-class of S;

(4) the map cf>: S —► E x G defined by sxf> = (ss~ , sa1") is one-to-one;

(5) ae = e = e    implies a   = a.

That (1) => (2) =» (4) was shown by SaitS [18]; the equivalence of (1) and

(2) was shown by Reilly [15].

It follows from Proposition 1.1 that proper inverse semigroups are precisely

those which can be coordinatised by their idempotents and maximum group homo-

morphic image.

Proper inverse semigroups are closed under products and inverse subsemi-

groups; this is immediate from Proposition 1.1(5). However, they are not closed

under homomorphic images. Indeed the main theorem of [6] shows that every in-

verse semigroup is an idempotent separating homomorphic image of a full subsemi-

group ([12, p. 159]) of a semigroup P(G, X, o) tot some partially ordered set X

with sub semilattice o and some group G which acts on X by order automorphisms.

Thus every inverse semigroup is an idempotent separating homomorphic image of

a proper inverse semigroup.

Although the semigroups P(G, X, if) and their full subsemigroups are manage-

able objects, the result that every inverse semigroup is an idempotent separating

homomorphic image of a full subsemigroup of some P(G, X, 3) has weaknesses.

In the first place, although the semigroups P(G, X, Ï0 themselves are explicitly

described, their full subsemigroups are not. In the second, although the theorem

gives an extensive class of proper inverse semigroups, it does not say how in-

clusive the class is.

Several examples of the semigroups P(G, X, 3) ate given in [6], [7], T8];

semigroups of this type had their genesis in Scheiblich's fundamental paper [17]

on the structure of free inverse semigroups. The semigroups in these examples

are rather special. In all of them, 'H is an ideal of % as well as being a subsemi-

lattice. Because of this,

P = P(G, X, % = {(A, g)ecUxG:g-lAe %

and the ideal structure of P is considerably clearer than in the general case.

In the remainder of this paper, when we say that P(G, X, 3) is a P-semigroup
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we will mean that 3  is an ideal of X as well as being a subsemilattice.

Proposition 1.2 [6].   Let X be a partially ordered set and let 3 be an ideal

and subsemilattice of X. Let G be a group which acts on X by order automor-

phisms and suppose that X = G.3.   Then, in P(G, X, 3.),
(1) (A.g)-l = (g-1A, g"1);

(2) the idempotents are the elements (A, 1), A 6 3; they form a semilattice

isomorphic to a.;

(3) (A, g) %(B,h)~A = B; (A, g) £ (B, h) ~ g" M = b~ lB;

(4) (A, g)K(A, l) if and only if gA = A; thus the K-class of (A, l) is iso-

morphic to the stabilizer of A under G;

(5) (A, 1) 3) (B, l) if and only if B = hA for some h £ G; thus there is a

one-to-one correspondence between the set of orbits of G and the set of Jj-classes

of P;
(6) (A, 1) < A.B, 1) if and only ij there exists g £ G such that A<gB;

(7) (A, g) a (B, b) if and only if g = h; thus P/a*¡ G' where G' = ig £G:

(A, g)£ P for some A £ % = {g £ G:  gU 0^4 DJ.

Given P-semigroups P(G, X, 3.) and P(/7, ll, 0), with 3  an ideal of X and

0 an ideal of 11, it is natural to ask under what conditions is P(G, X, 3.) iso-

morphic to P(H, ll, u). One way to ensure that this is the case is to require that

the action of G on X is equivalent to the action of H on ll in the sense that

there is an order isomorphism 0 of X onto ll., such that 30 = Ö, and an isomor-

phism 0 of G onto H such that the diagram

X-^-X

11 g*-,1J

commutes for each g £ G. If the actions are equivalent, then the mapping ifi:

P(G, X, 3") —» P(H, ll, Ö) defined by (A, g)ib = (Ad, g(b) is an isomorphism of

P(G, X, 8) onto P(H, % Ö).

An element g £ G appears in an element of P(G, X, 3) if and only if

g~lB £% for some 8 £ 3"; that is, gü n ty 4 H. Similarly, A £ % appears in an

element of P(G, X, a") only in the form gB for some g £ G such that (B, g) £ P

for some B e 3.. If we let

G' = {géG-.cyngcU4o\,     X' = G.U,

then G' is a group and X' is a partially ordered set having 3 as an ideal and

subsemilattice. Further P(G, X, %0 = P(G', X', H). Hence when dealing with P-

semigroups, no loss of generality is entailed by requiring

(P.l)  G.3". = X,
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(P.2)  for each g e G. gU. n %./ a

With the restrictions that (P.l) and (P.2) should hold, it turns out that

P(G, X, 14) fc P(H, tl, Ö) if and only if the actions of G on X and H on ll are

equivalent.

TheDrem 1.3. 'Let X¿ be a partially ordered set with a¿ an ideal and sub-

semilattice of X¿ and let G ■ be a group which acts on Xf by order automorphisms

such that G%. = X¡ and, for each g e Gf, g%{ n V. 4 a, ¿ = 1, Z  Then

P(Gp Xj, a.j) % P(G2, X2, ?i2) if and only if the action of Gl on Xl is equiva-

lent to the action of G2 on X2.

Proof. We have already seen that, if the actions are equivalent the semi-

groups are isomorphic so suppose that iff is an isomorphism of P(Gj, X j, ¿i.)

onto P(G2, X2, y.-j).

Because (P.l) and (P.2) hold, for P(G1,XV%1) and P(G2, X2, 2l2), it

follows from Proposition 1.2(7) that there is an isomorphism cf>: G l —» G2 such

that the diagram

Pl-^P2

"1   *l2
commutes where  n{  is the projection P ■ —» Gjt  i = 1, 2. Further, since iff is an

isomorphism of Pj onto P2, the map 0 defined by (A, l)tft = (Ad, 1) is an iso-

morphism of %. onto 9-2.

Let (A, g) e P; then, since irlcf>= iffir2, (A, g)iff = (B, gcf>) fot some ß e 3j.

But (A, g) % (A, I) implies (B. g<f>) = (A, g)iff 31 (A, lty = (A0, l) so ß = A0.

Thus (A, gty = (A8, gift) for all (A, g) e P.

Suppose xA < yB in Xp where A, B £ 3 t then y~J*A < B  so that

(A, x- ly) e Pj. Now (A, x~ ly)' HA, x" ly) = (y~ lxA, 1) < (ß, 1) so that

(Bd, 1) = (B, l)iff>[(A, x~ly)iff]~HA. x-^y)if, = ((y-lx)cb Ad, l)

since iff is an isomorphism.  Hence Bd > (y~ 'x)^ A0; that is xeb Ad < yep Bd.

Dually, xcbAd<ycpBd implies xA < yB.  Hence, since (P.l) holds for Pj and

P2, we can extend 0 to an order isomorphism of X j onto X2 by defining (xA)d =

x<f> Ad for each x e G,, A e ÎJ.p Further, from the definition of 0,

\g. (xA)\d = \(gx)A\d = (gx)<f> Ad = g0 (x-4)0

for each A e  "., g, x e G.. Hence the action of G. on X, is equivalent to that

of G2 on X2. Indeed (A, g)ifj = (Ad, geb) foi (A, g) e Pv
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2.   Proper inverse semigroups.   Throughout this section, S will denote a

proper inverse semigroup with semilattice of idempotents E and maximum group

homomorphie image G = S/a. We shall prove that there is a partially ordered set

X having an ideal and subsemigroup  " and a group G   which acts on X by order

automorphisms such that S *t P(G', X, 3); in fact, conditions (P.l) and (P.2)

will also hold. By Proposition 1.2, 3 must be isomorphic to E and G' must be

isomorphic to G so that the real problem is to find X. Indeed, by Theorem 1.3,

the solution we obtain is unique up to equivalent actions.

Let D.,  i £ 1, be the set of ÍD-classes of S and pick an idempotent f'. £ D.

fot each i e /; denote by H. the H-class containing /.. Further, for each i 6 /,

pick representatives r.    of the K-classes contained in the i\-class of /. with

/. the representative of its class; denote this set of representatives by E.. Then

(1) each element of S can be uniquely expressed in the form r~ h.r.    where

riu* riv e Ei'   hi € Hi for sorae  ' £ '•

(2) the idempotents of S are precisely the elements r~uriu = ■/■ # t.   £ E.,

i £ I; they are all distinct.

This type of coordinatisation of S underlies most structure theorems for in-

verse semigroups. Ours is no exception.

For each i £ I we shall denote by G{ the subgroup Hjj    of G; similarly,

we shall denote by g{ the image in G of b. £ H{. Since S is proper, a* is one-

to-one on H. so that G. %s H.. Further, let k.   denote the image in G of r.   €
l 2 2 ' 2U ° IU

E.,  i £ 1. Since S is proper, Proposition 1.1, shows that a** is one-to-one on the

ÍR-class of /.. Hence the elements k.    are distinct.

Finally, for each i, j e /, let B..=\k.   £ G: r~\.   </•!• Since  S is proper,

for each k e B{., there is a unique element in the iR-class of /. which is mapped

onto k. Hence, given B.., we can recover those idempotents e £ D. with e < /..

The set B.. may be empty. For example, if S is a semilattice of groups,  B.. 4 Q

if and only if /. > /..

Lemma 2.1.   /fa > fjp «=> k.y = k.J.^G) for some hja £ Bfy.

Proof.   /,-„>/,.    implies rjv=r.Jiu. Now

r. rr'(r. rrl)~^ = r. rTlr. r~l = r. r7l = f.
JV  IU      jv tu JV  IU    IU JV JV JV 'j

since /.   > /. ; thus r. r~}^Rf. Hence r. r7X = h.r.,, for some h. £ H. and' IU  —  'JV' JV   IU 'J JV   IU J   JO> J J

and r.,, £ E..  Further
JU> J

T~}j.r=r-]h-Xh.r.r=r. tTXt. r~l<r. r7l = f..
JCÚ   Jùù ;£U J J JCÜ lu JV    JV   IU    —    IU  IU 'l

Thus, in G we have k.   - g.k.k.   = k.k. (G) where &.,, e B...
' jv     °j  jo)  lu        jco   tu     j jù>        j;
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Conversely, suppose that kjv = g;*yCl)*IU where g. e G., kj(i) e B.f Consider

biWiu in S' Then

biWiu{hiWiu'~1=hiWiurluT~¿h^ - bfiJfj¿bJl- V/«r/"«V mU

since //a) < /f Thus ¿y,,/^ ft r^. Since, S is proper and rjv and tyy«/,,, have

the same image in G, it follows, from Proposition 1.1(2), that r.   = h.r.jr. .

Hence /,.„</,.„.

Lemma 2.1 shows that it is possible to reconstruct the partial order in E in

terms of G. Indeed, if we let ii be the set of all pairs (i, G.k. ), i e I, k.   e

E.a , with the partial ordering

(i, G.x) > (j, G.y) - y - A/w* (G.)

for some k.^ £ B.., then Lemma 2.1 shows that E % ÏI.

This identification of a leads to a natural candidate for X in P(G, X, if);

namely the set \J{{i\ x G/G{: i e I\ with

(i, G.x)>(j, G.y)~y*kjCi)x(Gt)

fot some k.^ e B... It also leads to a natural action of G on X; namely

g.(i, G.x) = (i, G{xg~ ). We shall show that X is a partially ordered set having

if as an ideal and subsemilattice. To prove this, we need two technical lemmas.

Lemma 2.2.   // k.ug.kjv e G{ for some kiu e Bfi, kjv e B.. and g. e G.

then i= j and k.   = 1.

Proof.   Suppose k.ug.k.   e G. and consider r.Js.r.. Then

r. h.r. rT1h-lrT1 = r. f.rTl=r. r?l --/.
IU   J JV JV    j      xu tu't tu tu IU        't

since k.   e B... Thus, if k. g.k.   = g. we have (h., r. h.r. ) e a O 9\ whence,
iu        ti '        m6; jv    °i i    iu ; jv '

by Proposition 1.1, h.= riuh.rjv. Since kjv e B.jt this gives f. = /,»•- rjV <

r7vTjv^fi sothat fi~rj~vrjv®fj' Hence '"** and /i"//« Butthen r/"vSv*

/. = /. = r. r. so that r. H /.. Since /. is the representative of its H-class,

this implies r.   = ■/.. Thus k.   = 1.

Lemma 2.3.   // kjv e B... kn„ e Bjn and g. e Gj then knCi}gjkjv = knu (Gj

for some k     e B. .
' nU 172

Proof.   In S,

r     h r    r~ ^h" ^r~ ^ — r     i r~" ^ = r      r" ^ = /
narjjvjv    j     n<u =   n^'/ ncú       neo no)     >n

since knû) e Bjn implies r^rna<f..
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Thus rmJ>.r.   ÍR /   so that r■    b .r.   = ¿r     for some  h   £ H , r     £ E .
neu j jv      'n no) j jv        n nu n n     nu n

Now

r~lr     =r-lh-Xhr     =r~lh7lr-}r ,h.r.   <r71r.   < f.
nu   nu       nu   n     n nu       jv    j     n^> n<¿ ; ;t> —   jv   jv — 'i

since k.v £ B... Hence knu £ B.n and so   hnUg.kjv -■«„*„„ = *„„ (G„) where

k     £ B. .
nu in

It follows from this lemma that the relation

(;, G.x) >(n, Gny) — y m knú)X (Gj

for some k ,,£ B. , is well defined on X. For suppose G.x = G.z,  G y = G v
neo        jn' *r j j n' n

so that x= g.z, v = g y for some g. e G., j   £ G . Then (;', G.x) > (a, G^y)

implies y = *BÛ)*(Gn) for some kn¡¡¡¡ £ Bjn; thus iv = *nû)g;2 (Gj. But, since /y

is the representative of its X-class,  1 e B.. so that Lemma 2.3 shows kneog. =

k    e.l = k     (G ) for some *     £ B. . Hence v = k    z (G ) where k     e B- ;
n<MO; na x   n nu jn nu        n nu jn'

that is (;, G.z) > n, G v). Similarly, (;', G.z) > (n, G v) implies (;', G.x) > (a, G y)
'      j     — n J      '      j     —n ■ J     — '■ n

so the definition of > is independent of the particular coset representatives; in-

deed it depends only on the choice of idempotents /¿, i e /.

Lemma 2.4.  X is a partially ordered set having aJ as an ideal and subsemi-

lattice.

Proof.   First of all, since fi>fi = f{~lf-, 1 e B.. for each i e /. Hence >

on X is reflexive.

Next, suppose that (i, G.x) >(j, G.y) >(i, G.x). Then y = g.k.^x, x = g.k-uy

for some g; £ G., g. e Gjt kjv e B... k.u e B... Thus x = g^gA^x so that

k~iug.k.   £ G;. Hence, by Lemma 2.2, i= j and k.   =1 which implies (i, G.x) =

(/'» G.y). Thus > is antisymmetric.

Suppose now that (i, G.x) >(j, G.y) > (a, Gnz). Then y=g.k. x and z =

g * ,.y for some g. £ G., g   £ G , k.   e B.. and A ,, e B. . Thus z =
°n  neu-' °7 ;'   °n n      jv 2j nco ;n

g aï ,,g.&. x. By Lemma 2.3, £ ,,g .&.   = £     (G ) for some /«     e B.    soie
°n  na)°;  ;d ' "''     n<u°j   ;t>        22«       22 22U 222

k_x(G ). Henee (i, Gjc)>(n, G z) so that > is transitive.
nu n I       — : 22 — :

Since 3 is known to be a semilattice, by Lemma 2.1, the proof will be com-

plete when we show that 3 is an ideal of X.

Suppose that (i, GfaJ >'.(/, G;.y); then y = *■-,*,•   (G;.) for some kjv £ B...

But, since k.   £ B..

r. r. rT\-l = r. f.rT1 = r. r~l = /.,
jv tu tu   jv        jv'i jv        jv jv       ';'

so that r. r.   = h.r.a for some h. £ H.,  »•     e E.. Applying a11, we obtain y =

k.m (G) so that (7, G.y) = (j, G.k.J) £ 3\ Hence 3*  is an ideal of X.

From the form of the partial order on X, the natural action of G by g.(i, G.x) =
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(i, G{xg~ ) is clearly by order automorphisms. Hence we can construct P(G,X, 34).

For any (i, G^J e ïf,

((2. G{k.u), g)e P ~ g-\i. Gtkiu) e V

^ Gikiu& = Gikiv    for Some  kiv Ê E2ff*

«=,g e k7lG.k.   CD a*.
° IU      I   IV —      I

It follows that one can define a map iff:  S —» P(G ,X, ?i) by

(rTlh.r. ) = ((/, G.k. ), kTlg.k. )
iu    1 iv 1  tu '    iu °t  iv

and that iff is onto.

Let s= r~ h.r.    and t= r~ h.r.    be elements of S. Then ss~   = r7 T. ,
IU      l  IV 2X      J  JV 2U     lu'

tf~   = r7 r,    so that, by Lemma 2.1, sip = tiff if and only if ss~ ' = íí~ ' and
t, x

sa   = ta . Since S is proper, this implies s = t so that iff is also one-to-one.

Lemma 2.5.   iff is a homomorphism.

Proof.   Let s=r7ïh.r.    and t=r~ih.r.    be elements of S. Then
tu    1 iv ix   j jy

sist)'1 ~ r7Xb.T. r~lr. r71h7lr.   = r7lh.r. r"}j rtr7lhrlr.
IU      t   IV JX    JX   IV      l        IU 222      2   IV 71 <W  71 <W   it/      2 IU

where r~  r „ = r? r. r~ r. .
7JÙJ  72<U If     It/   /X     JX

Now

r     r~ ^/>~ V    r~ ^/) r    r ~ ^ — r~^r    r~ ^ — r~ ^ = /
71CJ   IV      I IU   l'U       I   It/   71Û)   ~~     ?1 &>   iV     iv  nCO ~     71 <U   710) '71

since r~.r ,, < rT r. . Thus r    r.   ¿7  r.   = A r     for some h   e H   and r     e
71<U  71<i> -     11/     11/ 71¿>   It/      1 IU 71   71Z 71 71 712

E    so that st = r~ k r     tot some k   e H ,  r     e E .
71 71Z     71   TIC 71 72 TIC 71

Hence '

S^ = ((72, GnkJ, sta") = ((22, G^Jt^gThj, sto>)

= {klu^ikiJ<n- GnknJ> •'»*>-("'KA 6^) A (/. G.*yx)}, s/a")

since, by Lemma 2.1, a *fc E,

= (U G.AJ A so*(j. G.kjx), sta")

= ((¿, GJiiu), so^ttj, G.kjx), to*) = sifftiff.

We have thus proved the converse part of the following theorem; the direct

part is immediate from Proposition 1.2.

Theorem 2.6.   Let X be a partially ordered set and let if be an ideal and

subsemilattice of X.  If G is a group which acts on X by order isomorphisms
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then P(G, X, 3)  is a proper inverse semigroup.

Conversely, any proper inverse semigroup is isomorphic to P(G, X, 3) for

some partially ordered set X with ideal and subsemilattice 3 aaa" some group G

which acts on X by order automorphisms.

The partially ordered set X in the proof of Theorem 2.6 was manufactured

from the group G. Further, since X = G.3 and g.3 O 3 4 O for each g £ G,

Theorem 1.3 shows that X is unique up to equivalence of actions. The proof of

Theorem 2.6 was designed so that we could abstractly characterise  X in terms of

G and could thus obtain all proper inverse semigroups in terms of groups.

Theorem 2.7.   Let G be a group and let {G.: i e 1\ be a set of subgroups of

G.  For each i £ /, let E. be a set of elements k.    of G such that the cosets
t ' iu    '

G.k.    are distinct.   Further, for each i, j £ 1, let B.. be a subset of E. such
i iu ' '       ' ij '     ;

that the following hold

(1) 1 £ B.. for each i £ 1;

(2) if k. g.k.    £ G. for some k.    £ B..,  k.    £ B.. and g. £ G. then i= i
N   '      '      212°;   JV 2   ' iu Jl        JV IJ °j j '

and k.   = 1;
jv       '

(3) if k.   £ B.., k ,   £ B.    and e. £ G. then k re.k.   = k     (G ) for some
v  '    '     jv tj      no> jn °j j 22<y°j  jv       nu      n    '

k      £ B.  ;
nu in7

(4) if k.    £ B...  k.   £ E. then k. k.   m k.    (G) for some k.,. £ E..
v '    '    jv i;      iu        2 jv iu       jc^     j   ' jg>        ;

Then the set X = Uii'l x G/G.: i £ 1\ is partially ordered by

(i, G.x)>(j, G.y)<=>y=k. x(G)    for some k.   £ B...
i     —   '      j7 7        jv ;       ' JV 2j

Further the set H = {(i, G.k. ): k.   £ E., i'e /| is an ideal of X.  Suppose that
l iu       iu        i ' rr

(5) H  is a semilattice under < and let G act on X by g(i, G{x) = (i, G.xg~ ').

Then P(G, X, ?i)  is a proper inverse semigroup.

Conversely, if S is a proper inverse semigroup then S ¡te P(G, X, 3), coa-

structed as above, for some group G, set of subgroups {G.: i £ 1\ and sets of

elements E., B.. suchthat (1), *ii't(5) hold.

Proper ordered inverse semigroups were considered, and their structure was

obtained, by SaitS [18]. Proper inverse semigroups have also been characterised

by D. G. Green [2] in terms of the coordinatisation described in Proposition 1.1.

Residuated inverse semigroups were considered by T. J. Blyth [l]; in this paper,

he showed that a residuated inverse semigroup had an identity and that each

CT-class had a maximum member. Semigroups with the latter property were called

E-inverse semigroups by McFadden and O'Carroll [9] and a structure theorem for

these semigroups, which are easily seen to be proper, is given there.

Since E-inverse, and, a fortiori, residuated inverse semigroups, are proper,

they can be described in terms of the theory in this paper.
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Theorem 2.8. Let X be a semilattice and let if be a principal ideal of X

with greatest element E. Let G be a group which acts on X by order automor-

phisms.  Then P(G, X, 3) is an F-inverse semigroup.

Conversely, if S is an F-inverse semigroup, then S % P(G, X, if) for some

G, X, 3 as above.

Proof.   It follows from [8, Corollary 2.8] that P(G, X, y) is F-inverse if

and only if gE A E exists for all g e G. Hence P(G, X, ?1) is F-inverse if X

is a semilattice.

Conversely, if S is F-inverse, it is proper and so, by Theorem 2.6, S %

P(G, X, S) tot some G, X, 3. Further S has an identity so that if has a maxi-

mum element E and we may suppose that X= G.y and 2í O g.y 4 □ for each

ge G. Since P(G, X, 3) is F-inverse, [8, Corollary 2.8] shows that gE A E

exists for each g e G. We shall use this to show that X is a semilattice.

First, let C e X. Then there exists g e G such that g.C e if. and so, since

y is a semilattice, g.C A (E A g.E) exists. But g.C < E so that g.C A

(E A g.E) = g.C A g.E. Hence, since G acts by order automorphisms, C A E

exists.

Now let A, B e X. Then there exists h e G such that b.B e y and, by the

immediately preceding paragraph,  h.A A E exists. Thus h.B A (h.A A E)

exists and so, since h.B < E, h.B A h.A exists. But G acts by order automor-

phisms so the existence of h.B A h.A implies that of B A A. Hence X is a

semilattice.

Theorem 2.6 shows that every proper inverse semigroup can be described in

terms of a group G and a partially ordered set X which is nearly a semilattice;

every principal ideal of X is a subsemilattice of X. Theorem 2.8 shows, that,

in general X cannot be a semilattice.

3.  Idempotent separating congruences and arbitrary inverse semigroups.   As

a consequence of Theorem 2.6 and [6, Corollary 2.5], every inverse semigroup is

an idempotent separating homomorphic image of some  P(G, X, 3). In this section

we determine the idempotent separating congruences on P(G, X, if). Using these,

we can give a structure theorem for arbitrary inverse semigroups in terms of groups

and partially ordered sets.

A set Tí ■•{iV i e 6 E\, of subgroups of an inverse semigroup 5 with semi-

lattice of idempotents E, is called a group kernel normal system if the following

hold

(i)  e e N   tot each e e E;

(ii)  a~lN aCN     .     for each a e S, e e E;
e    -■   a~ lea

(iii)  NeN. C W . for all e, f e E.
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Let ÎT = {N : e £ E] be a group kernel normal system. Then Preston [13]

has shown that the relation p.. defined by (a, b) £ p- «=» aa~   = bb~   = e say

and ab~   £ N   is an idempotent separating congruence on 5. Conversely, if p

is an idempotent separating congruence on S, then the set 7L = {/V : e e Ej of

p-classes, which contain idempotents, is a group kernel normal system and p = p—.

There is a largest group kernel normal system. This is the set (2(E) =

{C : e £ E\ where C   = {a £ S: aa~ l = e, af'= /a for all f2 = f £ S\; its union

is the'centraliser G(E) of the idempotents of 5. The corresponding largest idem-

potent separating congruence is

p = l(a, b) £ Sx S:   a~ ea = b~leb for all e2 = e e S\

(Howie [3]); p is the largest congruence contained in H.

Suppose that P(G, X, 3*) is a P-semigroup and, for each A e H, let C^ =

{g £ G: gB = B for all B < A}. Then C^ is easily seen to be a subgroup of the

stabilizer of A under the action of G.

Proposition 3.1.   Let P(G, X, 3^  f?e a P-semigroup and let (A, g), (B, h) €

P.  Then (A, g) p (B, h) ~ A = B and gh~l £ CA.

Proof.   For d £ H, (A, g)-\d, l)(A, g) = (g-1(A A O, 1). Hence, since

(A, g) p (B, A) « A = B and g~ l(A A O = ¿r'U A C) for all C 6 ?i

« A= B and g~ld= h~xd for all C<A

«=> A = B and gh~ l £ dA.

Group kernel normal systems can similarly be described in terms of G and 3.

Proposition 3.2.   Let P(G, X, 3) be a P-semigroup and, for each A e H, let

NA be a subgroup of dA such that

(1) if (d, g) £ P where d <A, then g~1/V^gÇ/V _.   ;

(2) NANBCNA/^B.
Then îl =-[jA| x NA: A £% is a group kernel normal system and each such bas

this form.

Proof.   This is straightforward.

As a consequence of Theorem 2.6 and [6, Corollary 2.6], we now have the

following structure theorem for arbitrary inverse semigroups.

Theorem 3.3.   Let % be a partially ordered set with 3* aa ideal and subsemi-

lattice of X aaa" let G be a group which acts on X by order automorphisms.  For

each A £ H, let NA be a subgroup of dA = {g £ G: gd = d for all d < A\ such
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that

(1) for each g e G, C < A suchthat g~1Cey, g~1NAgCN _j  ;

(2) for A, Bey, NANß Ç NaAb.

Let GA = HA/NA where HA = \g e G: gA- A\ is the stablizer of A under G.

Then the set I(G, X, îl; ÎI) of all pairs (A, g) e y x G such that g~ lA e Î1 is

an inverse semigroup under the multiplication (A, g)(B, h) = (A A gB, gh) where

we identify (A, g) with (B, h) if and only if A = B and gh~l e A/..  It has semi-

lattice of idempotents isomorphic to y and maximal subgroups isomorphic to

GA, Aey.

Conversely, if S is an inverse semigroup with semilattice of idempotents

isomorphic to y and maximal subgroups G.,  A e y then S ¡*i ¡(G, X, Î1; 3l) for

some G, X and Jl, satisfying (I) and (2), as above with GA <fc ̂a^^a for eacb

Aey.

Proof.   The first part is immediate from Proposition 3.2. Conversely, it fol-

lows from Theorem 2.6 and [6, Corollary 2.6], that there is a P-semigroup

P(G, X, y) and an idempotent separating homomorphism iff of P(G, X, 3) onto

S. If Jl is the group kernel normal system of this congruence then S *fc

¡tG, X, ¿I; Jl). Further, it is easy to see that the maximal subgroup of

I{G, X, y~, Jl) which contains (A, 1) is isomorphic to HA/NA.

4.  Fundamental inverse semigroups.   An inverse semigroup S is called

fundamental if p is the identity congruence on S. Munn [12] has shown that S/p

is fundamental for every inverse semigroup S. Thus we can use Proposition 3.1

to obtain a structure theorem for fundamental inverse semigroups analogous to

Theorem 3.3.

Theorem 4.1.   Let X be a partially ordered set with y an ideal and subsemi-

lattice of X and let G be a group which acts on X by order automorphisms.  Then

the set F(G, X, y) of all pairs (A, g) e^xG, such that g~lA e y, is an in-

verse semigroup under the multiplication (A, g)(B, h) = (A A gB, gh) where we

identify (A, g) and (B, h). if and only if A = B a22a" gC = hC ¡or all C < A.

Further F(G, X, y)  is a fundamental inverse semigroup with semilattice of idem-

potents isomorphic to 3.

Conversely, if S is a fundamental inverse semigroup with semilattice of idem-

potents isomorphic to If, then S % F(G, X, V) for some G, X.

Proof.   The direct part is immediate from Proposition 3.1 and the fact that

S/p is fundamental for each inverse semigroup S.

Conversely, let S be fundamental inverse semigroup. Then there is a P-

semigroup P(G, X, ÎÎ) and an idempotent separating homomorphism iff of
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P(G, X, V) onto S. Since S is fundamental ib°ifr~l is a maximal idempotent

separating congruence on P(G, X, H); thus ifr ° \fi~   = p and, by Proposition 3.1,

S % F(G, X, 3). Finally, since if/ is idempotent separating, 3 is isomorphic to

the semilattice of idempotents of S.

As was the case in Theorem 3.3, the  P-semigroup P(G, X, 3) is not uniquely

determined by the fundamental inverse semigroup F(G, X, 3") to which it gives

rise. Indeed, one can always assume that the group G is a subgroup of the group

of automorphisms of X. For each g £ G, let g £ Aut X be defined by xg = g~ .x

for each x e X and let G = ig: g £ G] act on X by g.x = xg~ . Then the map

(A, g) —» (A, g) is easily seen to be an idempotent separating homomorphism of

P(G, X, 31) onto P(G, X, 3") and so F\G, X, 3) % E(G, X, %.

Let S be an inverse semigroup with semilattice of idempotents E and, for

each a £ S, define a partial one-to-one transformation pfl of E by epa = a" ea

for each e < aa~ . Then Munn [12] showed that p: a 1-» p    is a homomorphism

of S onto a full subsemigroup of the inverse semigroup T£ of isomorphisms be-

tween principal ideals of E. Further p.°p.~    is the maximum idempotent separa-

ting congruence on S.

The representation p can be nicely exhibited for P-semigroups. If P =

P(G, X, 3) and a = (A, g) then p    is the partial one-to-one transformation of 1i

defined by Bpa = g~lB for all B < A.

The theory in this paper gives rise to an interesting result on semilattices

which it seems appropriate to include here.

Theorem 4.2.   Let E be a semilattice.  Then E can be embedded as an ideal

in a partially ordered set X with the following property: Every isomorphism be-

tween principal ideals of X can be extended to an automorphism of %.

Proof.   By Theorem 2.6 and [6, Corollary 2.5], there is a P-semigroup P =

P(G,%, E), with X = G.E, such that the mapping p: P —* T£, defined by

(A, g)p= g restricted to   {B £ 3: B < A\, is an idempotent separating homomor-

phism of P onto TE, where Bg = g~ .B for each B e X.

Suppose ß is an isomorphism of {z e X: z < x\ onto {z £ X: z < y\. Since

X= G.E, there exist g, h £ G such that e = g.x e E, / = b.y £ E. The map a

defined by act = ug~ ßh for each a < e is then an isomorphism of {v £ E: v < e\

onto {v £ E: v < /! and so belongs to Tg. Hence a = (e, k)p for some k £ G.

But this means ua. = uk for each u < e and so vß = vgah~   = i^glÄ"    for each

v=ug~   < x. Hence g«Â~    is an automorphism of X which extends j8.

5.  An application.   In this section, we give an example to show that most of

the structure theorems, which have been obtained for inverse semigroups, can be

deduced from Theorem 3.3. The example chosen is that of an tu -bisimple semi-
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group [14]. The structure theorems for arbitrary b¡simple inverse semigroups [5],

for ta-simple inverse semigroups [4], [ 11] and  /-simple inverse semigroups [19] •

can be obtained in a similar way.

An inverse semigroup S is <u -bisimple if it is bisimple and its idempotents

form a chain isomorphic to the nonpositive integers Z~ under the usual ordering.

Thus, by Theorem 3.3, if S is an co-bisimple semigroup then S % it G, X, Z~; Jl)

for some partially ordered set X containing Z~ as an ideal, some group G acting

transitively on X by order automorphisms and some family Jl of subgroups of G

which satisfy (1) and (2) of Theorem 3.3; G acts transitively because S is bi-

simple.

Because G acts transitively, there exists g e G such that g~ .0 = -I; then

a = (0, g) e P = P(G, X, Z~). The following lemma contains some elementary

properties of g which will be useful in the sequel.

Lemma 5.1.   Let m>0. (i)  If -n<0 then g~m. - n = -(m + 22). (ii)  //

-22 <-222 then gm. - n = -n+ m. (iii) If —n <0 and h.0 = 0 then h. — n = —n.

Proof,   (i)  Since g~    acts by order automorphisms it induces an order iso-

morphism of Z~ onto \x e Z~:   x<-li. Hence g~ . -x = -(x+ l) for any

x e Z~ and so, by induction, g~m. - n= -(m +■ 22).

(ii)  If -» = -(222 + r) then, by (i), -n = -(m + .r) = g~m. —r and so

gm.-2J = -r = -22+272.

(iii)  If h.O = 0 then h induces an order isomorphism of Z~ onto Z~.

Hence, since the identity is the only such, h. - n = -n tot all -n <:0.

Corollary 5.2.   For any n e Z   ,

a" = (0, g"),   a"" = (-«, g""),   a-"an = (-«, 1)

and, for h = (O, h) where h e H=\h e G:  h.O = Ol, a-mha" = (-m, g~mhg").

It follows from Corollary 5.2 that the elements a", 22 e Z    are representa-

tives of the X-classes of P contained in the ÍK-class of (0, l). Hence, as at the

beginning of §2, each element of   P  can be uniquely expressed in the form

a~mhan. The idea is use this coordinatisation to obtain the usual structure the-

orem for S [14].

Let U be the group of units of S. Then, since S * it G, X, Z~; Jl), there is

a homomorphism cb of H onto  U with kernel A/Q.

Lemma 5.3.   N_m = g~mNügm for any m <0.

Proof.   By Proposition 3.2(1),
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g-m/Vngm C M -JV
° 06       -       8-TO40 -222

since (0, gm) £ P. Similarly, since (-122, g~m) £ P,

gmN     g~m C N = Nn.

Hence JV_m -g-»/V0g".

Because each element of P is uniquely of the form a~mhan, Corollary 5.2

shows that we can define a map ifr of P onto Z    xlixZ     by (-ot, g~mhgn)ifr =

(222, /xp, a).  Then

(-222, g-mhgn)if, = (-p. g-pkgq)ifi ~ m-p, n=q,hcb=k<p

»• 222 = p, a= if, M        £ /Vq.

Thus, by Lemma 5.3,

(-222. g-mhgn)ib=(-p, g-*kg*)i¡i~m~p. n=q and g^hg^g^kg9)-1 £ N_m;

that is, if and only if they are equal in J(G, X, 3; ÎÏ).

In order to obtain a structure theorem for S % J(G, X, 3*; ?l) we need thus

only define a multiplication on Z x U x Z in such a way that i/r becomes a

homomorphism.

Let /3 be defined by hß = ghg~    fot each h £ H. Then it is easy to see

that ß is a one-to-one homomorphism of H into itself. Further, since (-1, g~ ) e

P, N0/3= g/V0g-1Çg/V_1g-1 = N„; N0CN_l by Proposition 3.2. It follows

that the diagram

U U

can be uniquely completed to a commutative diagram by an endomorphism a of  U.

Now

(-*». g-mhgn)(-p, g-fkg«) ..(-« A g-mig". -p, x)

= (g-mhgn(g-"b-lgm. -m A -p), x) = (g-mV(-* A -p), x)

by Lemma 5.1,

= ((-a A -p) + a- 222, x) = (-(p V a- a + 222), x)

where x = g~mhgng~pkgq; p V a denotes the maximum of p and a. But

*-g-ubfg-*hg*

=    -(PV22-22+222) pVn-nh  -(pVn-n)J>Vn-pk  -{p\/n-p)J>Vn-p+q

- (<> Vb -n +m )¿of>Vb -n^onVp-pnVp -p +9>
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Hence

[(-m,g-mhgn)(-p,g-ng^)]if,

= (p\f n-n+m, [hßpWn-"kßnWp-p]<f>, n V p - p + q)

= (/> V n-n+m)hat,Vn-"kcpanVp-p, n V p - p + q)

since ßcb = <j>a. It follows that iff becomes an isomorphism if we define multipli-

cation on Z    x U x Z    by

(222, u, n)(p, v,q) = (p\l n-n+m, uapyn-nva"yp-p, n\f p-p+q).

This is precisely the multiplication in Reilly's structure theorem for S; the semi-

group Z    x U x Z    with this multiplication is denoted by B(U, a).

Theorem 5.4 [14].   Every co-bisimple semigroup is isomorphic to some

B(U, a).

The converse of Theorem 5.4 is also true [14].

The other structure theorems for inverse semigroups can be obtained in a

similar way by coordinatising P(G, X,if) as in §2 in the form r~ h{r.    and con-

sidering the map ifr:  P —» E x Ui^-: ' e Jl x E where S *fa /(G, X, Ï4; Jl) and

U. % H./Nf. is the maximal subgroup of S containing the image of (/., l).

6.   Homomorphisms of P-semigroups.   Let X. be a partially ordered set with

y. an ideal and subsemilattice of X. and let G. be a group which acts on X. by

order automorphisms, 2=1, 2, such that P.l and P.2 of §1 hold. By a morphism

of the action of G¡ on Xj to the action of G2 on X2 we mean a pair (0, tb)

where

(1) 0 is an isotone mapping of Xj into X2 such that il j0 Ç ¿J2 and

(A A B)d = Ad A 60 for all A. B e 3^;

(2) 0 is a homomorphism of G.  into  G.;

(3) the diagram

x   gr »X
il ll

-£^->X

commutes for each g e G; that is (g.A)d = gcb.Ad tot all g e Gj, A e X1#

If (0, ci) is such a morphism, it is easy to see that the mapping iff: P j —» P'2

defined by (A, g)ifr = (A0, g<£) is a homomorphism. On the other hand, the proof of

Theorem 1.3 shows that, if iff:   P. —» P 2 is a homomorphism, there is a (unique)

morphism (0, 0) of the action of G. on Xj to the action of G2 on X2 such that

(A, g)if/=(Ad, g<b) for all A e Xj, g e Gv Hence we have
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Theorem 6.1.   Let X. be a partially ordered set with Î1. an ideal and sub-

semilattice of X. and let G. be a group which acts on X. by order automorphisms

such that P.l and P.2 o/§l hold,  ¿= 1, 2.  Then there is a one-to-one corre-

spondence between the set of homomorphisms from   P(G,, Xj, H j)   to

P(G2, X2, îi2) and the set of morphisms of the action of G j oa Xj to the action

of G. on %2.

By Theorem 2.6, every proper inverse semigroup is a P-semigroup. Thus

Theorem 6.1 describes the homomorphisms between proper inverse semigroups.

We can also use Theorem 6.1 to characterise those congruences on P-semigroups

whose quotients are proper inverse semigroups.

Proposition 6.2.   Let % be a partially ordered set with H an ideal and sub-

semilattice of X.  Let G be a group which acts on X by order automorphisms and

suppose that

(p.i) G.ty = x,

(P.2) g.îl n y 4u for each g £ G.

Suppose further that p, n are equivalences on X and G such that it is a con-

gruence and

(A. B) £ p, (g, h) £ TT — (gA, hB) £ p,

A, B.C £%(A, B) £ p => (A AC, B A O e p.

Then r defined by (A, g) r(B, h) » (A, B) £ p, (g, k) £ n is a congruence on

P = P(G, X, Î0 such that P/r is proper.  Conversely, every such has this form.

Proof.   Given p, rr, it is straightforward to show that r is a congruence and

that P/r is proper.

Conversely, if r is such a congruence then, by Theorem 2.6 we may suppose

P/t= P(H, ll, Ö). Hence, by Theorem 6.1, there is a morphism (0, <b) of the

action of G on X to the action of H on U such that (A, g) r* = (A8, g<f>). Let

p = 0o0-1, n =-<f> °<f>~ .  Then clearly

(A, g) t (B, h) <=» (A, B) £ p,  (g, h) £ n.

Further it is a congruence and, by (1) of the definition of morphism A, B, C £ 3,

(A, B) £ p implies (A A C, B A C) £ p; by (3) of the definition of morphism,

(A, B) £ p, (g, h) £ rr => (gA, hB) £ p.

An equivalence relation J] on the set E of idempotents of an inverse semi-

group S is called a normal partition of E if 7/ is the restriction to E x E of a

Congruence on S. Reilly and Scheiblich [16] have shown that an equivalence r¡

on E is a normal partition if and only if
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(c./) e q, ge E =»(eg, fg) e 77,

(e, ])er¡, a e S  =>(a-1ea, a~lfa) e q.

Corresponding to a normal partition 77 on E there is a smallest congruence 77*

on S whose restriction to E x E is q; this is defined by

(a, e) e 77* «=► aa~* 27 ¿ti-1 q e   for some e e E such that ea = eti.

Lemma 6.3.   Let S be a proper inverse semigroup and let q be a normal

partition on the set E of idempotents of S.  Let T = S/q    and for each s e S,

let s denote the image of s in T. Then

(*) (s, 7) e a « (s, t) e a.

In particular T/a % S/a and T is proper.

Proof.   If (s, t) e a then clearly (s, 7) e a. On the other hand, (s, t) e a

implies (es, et) e q    fot some e € E and, by the definition of q    this means

eAes)~   77 et(et)~   q f tot some f e E such that fes = fet. But fe is idempotent

so fes m-fet implies (s, t) e a.

It is immediate from (*) that T/a *fc S/a. Suppose (s , s) e o then (s , s) ea-

and so since S is proper s   = s. Hence (s , s) e a implies s   =3 and so T is

proper.

It follows from Lemma 6.3 that if 77 is a normal partition on the idempotents

of P = P(G, X, y) then P/77    is proper and so, by Theorem 2.6, 77    is of the

form described in Proposition 6.2. Thus we can obtain

Proposition 6.4. Let X be a partially ordered set with 31 an ideal and sub-

semilattice of X and let G be a group which acts on X by order automorphisms.

Suppose that X = G.34 322«*' g.3l O 31 / d for any g e G. Let p be an equivalence

relation on X such that

(A, B) e p =* (gA, gB) e p   for all g e G;

if A, B, C ey and (A, B) e p then (A A C, B A O e p.

Then 77 defined by

(A, 1) 77 (B, 1) «=► A, B e 31 and (A, B) e p

is a normal partition on the idempotents of P(G, X, 31); further

(A, g) 77* (B, h) ~ (A, B) e p   and   g = h.

Conversely, if q is a normal partition on the idempotents of P then 77 aTja" 77

have the form above for some equivalence p on X.
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Proof.   Given p, it is a straightforward matter to verify that 77 is a normal

partition and that 77    has the form described.

Conversely, if n is a normal partition, it follows from Lemma 6.3 that

P/t)   «fc P(G, ll, Ö) for some ll and Ö and so, by Proposition 6.2, there is an

equivalence p on X, which satisfies the conditions in the statement of the prop-

osition, such that

(A, g) n* (B, h) «=> (A. B) £ p,    g=h;

n is the identity congruence on G, by Lemma 6.3. Then

(A, 1) 7) (B, 1) ~ (A, B) £ p.

If p is an equivalence on X, as in Proposition 6.4, then P/r>    is easy to

describe. It consists of all pairs (A, g) £ 3 x G under the multiplication

(A, g)(B, h) = (A A gB, gh) where (A, g) is identified with (B, h) if and only if

(A, B) e p, g = h. Thus P/rj    is the P-semigroup P(G, ll, 3/p) for some par-

tially ordered set containing 3/p as an ideal. The conditions in Proposition 3.3

for idempotent separating congruences on  P(G, X, 3) make use only of the part

of X contained in   G.3. Hence the idempotent separating congruences on P/r¡

can be described without explicitly knowing ll. Thus one can construct all con-

gruences on P-semigroups. By Theorem 3.3, one can use similar arguments to

find the congruences on arbitrary inverse semigroups.
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